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Abstract
Intelligent agents should regard other agents’
thoughts. If they can guess what you think without asking you, they should do so. Wehuman
beln~s notice other people’s thoughts without direct communication.One’s thoughts depend on
one’s belief. However,reasoning about belief is
very difficult becausevarious factors affect belief and they often lead to inconsistency. This
paper presents a simple algorithm to calculate
multiagentnested belief froman action sequence.
The followingthree factors are essential in this
algorithm: 1) the observability conditions of fluents and actions, 2) the direct/indirect effects of
each action, and 3) the incompatibility of fluents. The algorithm performsregressive reasonlug from a query. It has been tested by dozens
of examplesthrough a graphic interface. Experiments showthe system gives plausible answers
to various queries. This methodwill be useful in
the construction of plan recognition systems and
other advancedsystems.

Introduction
In order to build intelligent
systems such as autonomousrobots, intelligent humaninterfaces, intelligent tutoring systems, agent-oriented programming
language interpreters (Shoham1993), and systems that
understand natural language, we have to find a way to
make the system guess what others (users or other artificial agents) think. If these systems don’t have this
ability, they will bother others with useless messages
and hazardous behaviors. If they can guess what you
think without asking you, they should do so. Even if
you don’t mind answering their questions, the guess
will reduce inapposite questions and save time.
Wehumanbeings can guess what other people think
without direct communication. One’s lomtion, behavior, and observation are clues to what one thinks. If we
can build a practical algorithm that infers what other
agents think, it will be a key technology for various
intelligent systems.
This paper presents a simple algorithm which calculates multiagent temporal nested belief from these

hints. This algorithm uses the observability of actions
1.
as well as that of fluents
Wepose the following assumptions for simplicity.
Assumptions.
Rules for observabUity, definitions of actions, and incompatibility amongfluents
are commonknowledge. Each action is performed
instantaneously and no actions are performed simultaneously. Every agent learns occurrences of
actions only from direct observations. Every agent
notices all observable actions and fluents. That is,
no one malces an oversight.
In general, reasoning about belief is very difficult
and controversial because various factors affect one’s
belief and they often lead to inconsistency. Belief
change is a difficult problemeven if there is only one
agent (Katsuno & Mendelzon1992). In mnltiagent systems, it becomesmore difficult because one agent infers another agent’s belief from limited information.
Most studies on multiagent nested belief (Haas 1986;
van der Meyden 1994b; Appelt & Konolige 1988;
Kowalski & Kim 1991) introduce belief operators
and describe constraints amongbeliefs. Somestudies regard observation (Moore 1985; Konolige 1982;
van der Meyden1994a; Perrault 1990) as well.
However,it is not easy to implementa system based
on these studies. They are not very algorithmic and
some studies ignore belief changes or assume that the
external world is static. As for the procedural aspects of multiagent temporal nested beliefs, several
methods (Sripada 1993; 1991; Isozaki & Shoham1992;
Isozaki 1993) have been proposed. Although they use
time-stamped nested belief data, it is very difficult
for an agent to get exact time-stamped nested belief
data in a multiagent environment. It is also d|fficult to maintain these data that correspond to multidimensional regions in a timestamp space.
Here we focus on up-to-date nes~d beliefs, which
are usually more important than other complex comITo represent state clmnges, temporal ~msoniugresearchers often translate predicates into corresponding
terms (reiilcation). A fluent is such a term. It describes
a state just like a predicate in the first order logic and a
propositionalvariable in the propositionallogic.
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binations of temporal beliefs such as John’s belief at
10 o’clock about Mary’s belief at 12 o’clock about
Bob’s belief at 8 o’clock (Shoham1993). The multidimensional time-stamp space (Isozaki & Shoham
1992; Sripada 1991) is too expressive for ordinary applications and causes a lot of problems (Isozaki 1993).
Methodology
This system answers a query by using domain knowledge represented by four rule sets (described below).
Each query consists of three parts: whose, goal, and
action sequence. Whoseis a list of agents a0/---/an
where a0 -- system. It means that the query should
be answered by the system’s current belief about al’s
current belief about ... about a,’s current belief. The
rightmost agent an is the inmost agent. The integer n
is the depth of the nested belief. Goal is a conjunction of fiuents and it maycontain variables just as in
Prolog. However,you cannot represent quantification
inside belief, e.g., John believes that there is someone
whomBob loves.
Action sequence gives recent actions that the system should regard. It is a series of actions al,..., ~,n
in chronological order, a~n is the latest action. The
integer m is the length of the sequence. Each action
is represented by a ground term that matches an action rtde’s head, which is described later. The overall
query means:
"Suppose al, ..., and a,~ occurred in this order.
Do you (-- the system) believe that al believes
that ... that an believes that the goal holds?"
In short, this algorithm calculates up-to-date nested
beliefs based on the latest observation and enhances
them by remembering past observations. The system
checks from the viewpoint of whose if the inmost agent
is nowobserving all fiuents in the goal. If it is not
likely, the algorithm checks from the same viewpoint
when the inmost agent observed them last. The inmost
agent’s observation is calculated using the second inmost agent’s belief. Hence, we can decomposedeeply
nested beliefs into shallower ones.
Domain knowledge
Domainknowledgeis represented by four rule sets: 74,
~’, Z, and O.
¯ Action base 74 is a set of action ru/es. Each action
rule indicates the direct effects of an action.
¯ IncompatlbiHty base ,Y is a set of incompatibil@y
rules. Each incompatibility rule represents incompatibility amongfluents.
¯ Initial database Z is a set of ground fluents that
hold in the initial state of the world. It maybe an
ordinary Prolog program but it should not return
any nonground instances. The database is supposed
to have no record about other agents’ beliefs.
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¯ Observabillty base O is a set of observability rules.
Eachobservability rule indicates a sufficient condition for an agent to observe a fluent or an action.
Althoughthis system has no up-to-date data, it can
calculate what is true nowby applying the effects of
the given action sequence to the initial database. An
action rule is represented by the formula
head <- precondition [ postcondition.
wherehead is a term that represents the action, precondition is a conjunction of fluents that should hold before the action, and postcondition is another conjunction of fluents that becometrue by the action. This
rule meansthat if the precondition holds before the action, the postcondition holds after the action. One can
represent the dependencyof the postcondition on the
precondition and nondeterministic effects of an action
by defining two or more rules for the same head.
Although some fluents maybecome false by the action, they are not explicitly specified in the postcondition, because ~’ implies which fluents becomefalse.
For example, the next rule means that A can grasp X
if A is an agent, X is located on Q, ..., and X is graspable. This action makes the fluent on(X, hand(A))
true. At the same time, it makes on(X, Q) false, but
it is not mentionedexplicitly in this rule.
grasp(A, X)
is(A, agent), on(X,Q)
, graspable(X)
J on(X, hand(A)).
From now on, we employ DEC-10 Prolog syntax. An
identifier with a capital initial letter is a variable name.
An identifier with a lowercase initial letter is a constant.
An incompatibility rule is represented by the formula

incomp(fluentl,fluent2, terml, term2).
This means that a ground instance of fluentJ and a
ground instance of fluent~ are incompatible if they are
different and term1 is identical to termS. For example,
incomp(on(X, P), on(Y, Q), X, Y) means that if
thing is located on a certain thing such as a desk, it
is not located on any other thing. You might think
incomp(on(X, P), on(X,Q)) is better than this
sentation. However,we wouldlike to build a rule which
concludes that on(A, pl) and on(A,p2) are incompatible and that on(A, pl) and on(B,p2) are not. If
apply the simplified rule to the latter case, A and B
are unified and the query succeeds, i.e., the system
supposes they are incompatible. Our incompatibility
rule avoids this problem. If something is located on
a table, the table is not clear. This is represented by
incomp(char(X), on(Y, Z), X, Z). This notation
not represent arbitrary constraints, but it can represent an important subset of constraints:/unctional dependencies (Ullman 1988).
An observability rule is represented by the formula
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head <~> agent I body.
where head is a fluent or an action, agent is an observing agent, and body is a conjunction of fluents. This
means that the agent can observe2the ground instance
of head if the instance and the body hold. The observabUity condition of an action is represented by a
conjunction of fluents that should hold before the action. If there is no observability rule for a certain fluent
(or action), nobodycan observe it.
For example, the next rule means that agent 0 can
see agent A grasping object X if both A and O are
located on the floor of the same room R. One can
register two or more rules for the same head.
grasp(A,X) <@>
0 I on(A, floor(R)), on(O,floor(R)).
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Figure 1: Recursive invocation of the algorithm
Algorithm
HeRwe describe a simple algorithm that checks if a
ground instance of the goal holds in whose’s belief after the action sequence. Goal can be decomposedinto
fluents. For each fluent f, the system generates the
term j, which can be incompatible with f according
to ~. For example, if f is on(a,p), then the system
gets an alternative fluent pattern on(a, Q) as f by applying incomp(on(a,p),F,X,X). If ~’ has no incompatibility rule for f, the system uses f as f. Then the
system searches a ground instance of ] by the following algorithm and compares the result g with f. If the
system fails to find such an instance, the system answers unknown. If g matches f, it answers yes. And if
f contains variables, the system showsg. If g doesn’t
match f, the system answers no and shows g.

If/is on(A,p),
Xgiveson(A,Q)
as i. However,
ground instance of on(A,Q) such as on(b,q) has nothing to do with on(a,p). In fact, they don’t follow the
incompatibility rule for on. Hence the system checks
~’ again whenit finds a ground instance.
To realize the aforementionedidea, we introduce the
following three factors whichaffect one’s belief.
¯ Observation an believes g because g holds and an
can observe g. This is necessary to simulate other
agents’ belief change caused by their observations.
¯ Causation an believes g because it observed the
latest action a,n and an knows that am muses g.
¯ Memory am didn’t cause or uncover any ground
instance of ] but an believes g because an believed
g before a,n.
Weassume observation has higher priority than causation, and causation has higher priority than memory. Sometimes observation and causation give the
~Theinfe~nce system assumes that O can observe the
head completely. However,one might want to introduce
someambiguityinto observations. For example,O will notice that A is grasping somethingbut it mightbe impossible
for O to identify what is being grasped. In this paper, we
ignoresuch observations.

same information, but you cannot omit one of them.
Causation is useful when am is observable but g is
not. For instance, when you make a phone call, you
cannot directly hear the phone ringing, but you believe
it is. Observation is useful when am does not cause g
but uncovers g which an couldn’t observe before am.
For instance, if you enter a room, you will find various
things there. The action doesn’t cause the things to
be them, but uncovers them.
Nowwe get the following algorithm. Figure I shows
how the algorithm works. Each black square corresponds to one’s temporal belief. The tiny black circles
represent actions.
¯ If both m and n are zero, none of the above factors
alfects the result, because it is a query about the
system’s initial belief. The system generates / and
finds g from I.
* If m > 0 and n = 0 hold, the system omits observation because it is a query about the system’s current
belief. First, it checks causation. If causation fails,
it checks memory.
* If m = 0 and n > 0 hold, the system omits causation
and memory. It checks only observation.
¯ If m > 0 and n > 0 hold, the system has to regard
all of the three factors. First, it checks observation.
If observation fails, it checks causation. If it also
fails, it checks memory.
Wewill describe the last case (m > 0 and n > 0)
in detail. The system checks observation as follows. If
an-t believes that g holds now and that an can observe g, then an-I believes that an believes g. Themfore, the system searches a ground instance g of f that
So/.--/an-1 believes. If such g is found, the system
checks whether so/---/an-x believes that an can observe g. O gives a sufficient condition for the observation. Thus the system examines various beliefs of
so~.../an-x. The system can check these beliefs by
using the algorithm with tohose = so~.../a~-l.
The
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solid arrows pointing straight downin Fig. 1 represent
such recursive calls.
If this observation check fails, the system checks causation: the direct effects of a,n. The system checks
whether g is found in the postcondition of an action
rule of the latest action a,~. If such g exists, observability of am is checked. Eac~slant arrow pointing left
in Fig. 1 indicates this check. If a,~ turns out to be
observable for go/’"/a~-t, the algorithm returns g.
Otherwise, this causation check falls.
However,there is a slight difference betweenobservability check of a fluent and that of an action. As for
fluents, the systemchecJ~s if a given fluent holds from
the viewpoint of go/.../an-I when the system checks
a,,’s observability of the fluent. This is achieved by a
recursive call of this algorithm. As for actions, the system should check if am occurs from the viewpoint of
go~’" ~an-1 when the system checks a,~’s observability of am. If an-i doesn’t notice the occurrence of a,,+,
a,~-t will not regard amto guess an’S belief. Since each
agent learns the occurrence of am only from its direct
observation, the system should confirm observability of
arn for go/---/a.-1.
If neither observation nor causation gives g, the system checks memory. Since we know am has no effect
on f, a,n can be ignored. Therefore, the system calls
the algorithm with action sequence -~ at,...,am-1.
Each arrow pointing straight left in Fig. 1 indicates
such a recursive call. This search is repeated until the
system finds g or the action sequence becomesempty.
Even if the sequence is empty, the initial state might
have such g and a~ might have observed g. Hence g
and its observability are checkedin the initial state,
too.
Figure 2 is a pseudo code for this algorithm. The
function belief returns ground instances in a list if it
is given fluent (f), whose, and action sequence (actseq). The function initdb calls A’ and 2" to answer
queries about the system’s initial belief. All alternative ground fluents are returned in a list. The function
caused searches the postcondition of the latest action
for g. The function observable checks if a fluent or an
action is observable for whose. The function enqueue
adds the first argumentto the end of the second argument. The function lastelern returns the last element
of the given list, and butlast returns the given list minus the last element. The function obscond returns the
list (disjunction) of the bodies of all observability rules
for the given fluent or action. The function postcond
returns the list (disjunction) of the postconditions
all action rules applicable to the given action. The
function satidied checks if the given condition holds by
applying belief to each fluent in it. The function pop
removesthe first element from the specified list and
returns the first element. The function action checks if
the argumentis an action or not. The function instance
checks if the first argumentis a ground instance of the
second argument. The function choiceset returns the
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list of all patterns of f.
Improvement of efficiency
The recursive algorithm (Fig. 1) contains redundant
computation. There are only O(mn) edges in the figure, but even if we ignore slant edges, there are m+,~C,n
different paths from the top right corner (the original query) to the left bottom corner (i.e. the system’s
initial belief (2: + A’) ). Hence the system sometimes
calculate the same query more than once. Wehave implemented a few progressive reasoning systems (Isozaki
1994b; 1994a) that are not redundant in this respect.
However,they computebeliefs about irrelevant fluents.
The current system records the computed results
during the processing of a query and simplifies the
query list before its computation. Supposethe system
has found that on(b, hand(p)) is true and is goingto
Y and Z such that both on(Y, Z) and on(b, hand(Y))
are true. According to A’, Y should be p. Hence the
simplified query is on(p, Z).
Since lengthy proofs often have little meaning to
users, we add two assumptions to skip them.
Extra assumptions for efficiency
Each
agent can observe the location of itself. Anagent
whoexecuted an action can observe the action.
Observation and causation are redundant when the
latest action uncovers nothing new. To removethis redundancy, the implemented system checks observation
only for the latest state, the initial state, and intermediate states immediatelyafter the actions that will lead
to discovery. Wesay that such actions satisfy discovery condition. The implemented system assumes
that only the following actions lead to discovery.
¯ The inmost agent moved. In this case, the agent
finds various things in the new room.
¯ The inmost agent a, saw someone else (denoted as
ae) entering the roomwhere a,~ is. In this case, an
finds something that a+ holds in his hand.
The above algorithm omits a precondition check. It
is easy to add one to the algorithm, but it leads to unexpected failures because someonein go,... ,an is ignorant about the precondition of an action. Whenyou
receive a phone call from a friend, you don’t always
knowwhere it is. It is almost impossible to enumerate
its possible locations. People don’t pay muchattention
to preconditions of actions performed by others.
Results
The author implemented this algorithm in Quintus
Prolog and Tcl/Tk. The implemented system Nebula
has been tested using dozens of examples through a
graphic interface. For example, Fig. 3 shows a map of
an exampleinitial state of the world. The long rectangle at the bottom is a hallway. The six large rectangles
and inverted L-shaped regions in them indicate booths
and desks. Tiny rectangles indicate books. You can
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Mary’. desk
function belief(fluent, whose,actaeq)
if (depth(whoae)==O)
{/* System’sbelial */
if (length(actaeg)==O){retunz initdb(fluent);
} else {/* Causation */
ans:-- caused(fltL--~t,actaeg);
if (ans ~ "an]momz"){return ans;

cabinet

booth

{/* Memo
*/

)

}

return belief(fluent, whose,butlast(acts~));

} else {/* Nested belief */
answers0:= belief(fluent, butlast(whose), act~eq);

answm
:= {};

foz~zch g E answersO{/* Observation */
if (observable(g,whose,~taeq) )
enqueue(g,
answers);
if (answers~ {}) {return answers;
} else if (length(actae~) O){/*Causation */
ans:= caused(fluent,actseq);
if (arts ~ "~mz")
/* Observation of the action */
if (observable(lastelem(act~eq),
whose,
butlast(actseq))) {return ans;

} else{/* ory*/

return belief(fluent, ulhose, butlast(actseq));

}

}

return

"tmkno~°°;

}
fmzction observable(fluact, whose,actaeq)
condlist := obscond(fluact,lastelem(zvhose));
while (condlist ~ {}) {cond :-- pop(condlist);
if (satisfied(cond,butlast(whose),acbeg))
if (action(fluact))
return observable(fluact,butlast(~v~ose),actae~);
} else {return 1; }}

}

return O;

f,,-ction caused(fluent,actaeq)
airs := choiceset(fluen~);
while (a!ts ~ {}) {incomp:= pop(airs);
postlist := postcond(lastelem(act~eq));
while (postlist ~ {}) {post := pop(postlist);
while (post ~: {}) {ans := pop(post);
if (instance(ans, incomp)~ O) {return ans; }}}

)

l’eturn

’l~no~";

Figure 2: Checkingif whosebelieves fluent after aetseq

Mary’s booth
John with plCMAS
Figure 3: A graphic user interface for the inference
system
enter actions by dragging and clicldnE items on this
map. Agents in a booth can see anything in the booth
but nothing in other booths. Given actions up to now
are shown in another window.
Suppose John is in Bob’s booth and Mary is in her
booth (Fig. 3). John is holding pICMAS,a copy of the
proceedings of ICMAS,in his hand.
First, John moves to the hallway.
01 "- move(john,
floor(hallway))
Second, John enters MinT’s booth.
o: = move(john,floor(maryBooth))
Third, John puts pICMASon her desk.
o3 = put(john, pICMAS,maryDesk)
Fourth, ~ moves to the hallway.
o4 = move(mary,
floor(hallway))
Fifth, John grasps pICMASagain.
o~ = grasp(john, plCMAS)
Sixth, John puts it on her cabinet.
as = put(john, plCMAS,maryCabinet)
Yon know pICMASis now on Mary’s cabinet. However, Mawhad left her booth before John’s moved
pICMAS.Let’s ask the system whether John believes
that Mary believes pICMASis on her cabinet. This
query is denoted as F(6, 2) becmmem= 6 and n =
(F(6, 2)) whose= system/john/mary;
actionsequence
= oz, ¯ .., oe;
goal ---- on(plCMAS,
maryCabinet)
Since m > 0 and n > O, the system regards all of
the three factors: observation, musation, and memory.
~"~m4 shows how the system solves this query.
Mary’s observation If John believes that pICMAS
is on Mary’s cabinet and that Mary can observe pICMASon her cabinet, John believes that Mary believes that pICMASis on her cabinet. According
Isozaki
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¯~

. Mary saw John putting pICMAS
on her desk
a3
"Y4
0~5
CI~6
(3,2)
~ (4,2)
~ (5,2)
~
. Maryis in the.hallway
_¢.z
O~
cg
4

(4,1)

5

(5,1)

J pICMASis on her cabinet

(2,’0)

6

~=Mary’sbelief

(6,1)

John’sbelief

..

(3,0

~= system’sbelief

Figure 4: Howthe system solves F(6, 2)
to ~’, on(pICMAS,
R0) is possibly incompatible with
on(plCMAS,maryCabinet). The system tries to find
R0 such that John believes that on(pICMAS,R0) holds
now. This can be represented by the following query.
From now on, we omit the obvious "slot names" in the
queries. Later, the system checks if John believes that
Mary can observe the fact (see Mary’s observability).
(F(6,1)) system/john; al, ..., ~e; on(pICMAS,
F(6,1) also requires all of the three factors. Just
as above, the system tries to find R1 such that
on(pICMAS,R1) holds now. Later, the system checks
if John can observe the fact (see John’s observability).
(F(6, 0)) system;..., as; on(pICMAS,
R1)
Nown is zero; the system regards only causation and
memory. Since as leads to on(pICMAS,maryCabinet),
the systemgets R1 = maryCabinet.
John’s observabillty According to O, John can observe pICMAS
on her cabinet if John and her cabinet
are on the floor of the same room. This condition is
denoted as 0(6, 0) because this query checks observability.
(0(6,0)) system;a1, ...,c~e;
on(joh n, floor(P,~)), on(maryCa
bi net, floor(P~))
This query is answered positively because c~2
leads to on(john,floor(maryBooth)) and 2" gives
on(maryCabinet,floor(maryBooth)). This means
John observesand believes on(plCMAS,maryCabinet).
Hencethe systemgets R0= maryCabinetfor F(6,1).
Mary’s observabUity (Part 1) According to O,
Mary can observe the fluent on(pICMAS,maryCabinet)
if Mary and her cabinet are on the floor of the same
room.
0, 1)) system/john;al, ...,as;
CO(
on(mary,floor(P~)), on(maryCabinet,
floor(P,~))
Hence the system checks John’s belief about Mary’s
location.
(F(6,1)’) system/john;al, ..., as; on(mary,floor(Re))
The system checks John’s observation.
(F(6, 0y) system;~’1, .... a6; on(mary,floor(P~))
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Since the latest action affecting Mary’slocation is a4,
the system gets R4 = hallway, but John cannot observe
her because he is in Mary’s booth and Mary is in the
hallway. Thus, the observability check of F(6,1)’ fails.
Then the system checks causality, but as doesn’t affect
Mary’s location. Hence the system checks memoryby
removing’~s.
(F(5, 1)’) system/john;ol, ...,as; on(mary,floor(Re))
Since a5 doesn’t satisfy the discovery condition, John’s
observation must be useless. The causation check of
’~5is also fruitless.
(F(4,1)’) system/john;al, ...,a4; on(mary,floor(Re))
Since a4 doesn’t satisfy the discovery condition, John’s
observation is omitted. As for causation, a4 causes
on(mary, floor(hallway)). According to O, John
have observed 0-4 if John and Mary were on the floor
of the same room immediately before ~4.
(0(3,0)) system;r~l, r~2,
on(mary,floor(P~)), on(john,floor(P~))
The query is answered positively
because Z
gives on(mary, floor(maryBooth)) and a2 leads to
on(john, floor(maryBooth)).
Mary’s observability
(Part 2) The success
of 0(3,0) means John must have observed
and believe that a4 caused on(mary, floor(hallway)).
Hence the system returns to O(6,1) with R.~
hallway.
Then the goal of O(6,1) is simplified as on(maryCabinet,floor(hallway)).
However, the system finds an incompatible fluent
on(maryCabinet,floor(maryBooth)) because he knows
her cabinet is in her booth. That is, John believes
on(pICMAS,maryCabinet), but he doesn’t believe that
Marycan observethis fact.
Mary’s memory Then the system begins to check
causality and memoryfor F(6,2). As for causality,
as affects the location of pICMASbut Mary cannot
observe C~e. Therefore, the system checks her memory
by dropping as. Since a5 doesn’t satisfy the discovery
condition, Mary’s observation immediately after as is
omitted. Then the system checks causation of as. as
affects the location of pICMAS,
but she cannot observe
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it. The system drops a6. Since the innermost agent
(= Mary) moved,a4 satisfies the discovery condition,
but she observed not her booth but the hallway; it
doesn’t affect her belief about pICMAS,
a4 is dropped.
Since as doesn’t satisfy discoue’q~l condition, Mary’s
observation is omitted. As for causation, as affects the
location of pICMAS.Mary can observe a3 if Mary and
her desk are on the floor of the same roomimmediately
before as.
(0(2,1)) system/john;al,a2;
on(mary,floor(/~)), on (maryDesk,
floor(P~))
The query
is answered
positively
because Z has on(mary, floor(maryBooth))
on(maryDesk,floor(maryBooth)). Therefore, the system succeeds in proving that John believes that Mary
observedaa which leads to on(plCMAS,maryDesk).
Therefore,
thesystem
answers
no to F(6,2) andshows
on(plCMAS,
maryDesk).
In thesameway,we can show
thatthealgorithm
answersappropriately
to various
queries.
However,
we foundsomeexamples
forwhichNebula
answers
inappropriately.
Suppose
Maryis in thehallwayandseesJohnmovingfromherboothto thehallway.It is natural to assume that she believes that he
was in her booth and that she saw her desk in her booth
and so on. However, move(john, maryBooth) doesn’t
tell that he came from her booth and Mary cannot see
John while he is in her room. Therefore, the system
concludes that Mary doesn’t know where he was.

Discussion
In the previous section, we described an example to
which the system answers improperly. It is possible to make the system answer properly to this
specific problem without changing its basic framework. For example, we represent the action as
move(john,hallway, maryBooth),and modify the algorithm to check where he was before the action. This
approach will work for similar problems. However, if
we think about the consistency of beliefs about the
past, this solution is not sufficient.
Sometimesthe given action sequence is not consistent if we think of preconditions. To makethe sequence
consistent, we have to assume some unmentioned actions and fluents (abduction). In general, there are
lot of consistent combinations of them. If the system
can assume unmentionedthings freely, the system will
lose almost all meaningfulnested belief because it will
find exceptional histories for them. One of our previous
systems checks preconditions and makes assumptions
when it encounters a fluent whose truth value is unknown (Isozaki 1994a). It has an awkward mechanism
to maintain precondition assumptions. Wewill have
to introduce a more sophisticated assumption maintenance system (Forbus & de Kleer 1993).
This algorithm doesn’t assumeany policy for the interpolation and assumespersistence as long as they are

consistent with later observations. Even if we select a
certain interpolation policy, we don’t think we have to
change the algorithm very muchbecause the interpolation affects only the action sequence and the initial
state.
In general, reasoning about belief in a multiagent
environment is a difficult problem because it depends
on multiagent belief revision (van der Meyden1994b)
and update (van der Meyden1994a). Even in a single
agent case, rational belief change is a difficult problem
(Katsuno & Mendelzon 1992). In multiagent environments, an agent has to think of other agents’ belief
change from its partial knowledgeabout the world.
This paper presented a practical approach to solving
this problem. This method exploits the incompatibility of fluents and the observability of fluents and actions. Kowalski and Sergot (Kowaiski & Sergot 1986;
Kowalski 1992) also used incompatibility in the Event
Calculus. The Event Calculus checks whether the
given fluent is true or not at a given point in a given
history by finding events that start or end the fluent and confirming no other events interrupt the interval between them. Sripara (Sripada 1988; 1991;
1993) extended the Event Calculus to deal with temporal nested belief. Eachrule in his meta-logicsystemis a
nested rule and it is associated with a time interval that
indicates its validity. Using time-stamped data, his
system and our previous one (Isozaki & Shoham1992;
Isozaki 1993) can computenested belief about the past.
However, in manyapplications where nested belief
is important, it is difficult to get exact time-stamps
and to keep the consistency of beliefs about the past.
Usually people don’t pay muchattention to this consistency because reasoning about the currant world and
the near future is muchmore important.
In this paper, we assumed that each agent learns
occurrences of actions only from direct observation,
and didn’t explain howto deal with utterances. Since
Speech Act theory (Appelt & Konolige 1988; Perrault
1990; Cohen & Perrault 1979) regards utterances as
actions, it is natural to extend this algorithm to cover
them. However, utterances don’t change the physical world at all and interpolations by mental actions
seem to play an important role. In a previous report
(Isozaki 1994b), we incorporated notification of ignorance (i.e., "I don’t knowwhether p is true or not.")
into an aforementioned progressive reasoning system
to solve a variant of the three wisemenpuzzle (Kowalski & Kim1991). It was extended to cover a few other
assertions (Isozaki 1994a).
Finally, we have to give formal semantics for this
algorithm and to tune it for more useful and practical
applications.

Summary
This paper presented an algorithm that computes multiagent nested belief from an action sequence by using
commonknowledge of observability conditions. This
Isozaki
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algorithm is simple but replies plausible answers for
various queries that are commonin everyday life. It
doesn’t require any nested belief data since it guesses
nested belief from the system’s belief. Wealso discussed its problems and extensions. Since this method
provides a way to guess what users, friends, and adversaries think, it will be useful in the construction of
various advanced systems.
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